Network Security Ecosystem Program

An Open and Collaborative Approach to Scaling Network Security
OVERVIEW

BENEFITS FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

We don’t believe that any one vendor or organization can address all the security issues

We want our customers to rest assured

for large enterprises and service providers. In fact, most customers mix and match from

that a best in breed approach will deliver

many vendors or rely on third parties to address their extensive security requirements.

what they need without compromise.

That’s why we developed the Corsa Network Security Ecosystem Program to encourage
interoperability between security vendors, sharing of information with industry

Simpler Security

organizations, and to help our customers get support and guidance from like minded

Our platform offers a push-button

and local companies.

approach to network security
virtualization so you can easily deploy

JOIN THESE INDUSTRY LEADERS
We recognize that the world of network security is huge and is constantly expanding.
Here are some of our current partners.

and scale unlimited virtual NGFWs.

Streamlined Operations
Through intelligent orchestration
and tight integration with our
partners, you no longer have to deal
with the infrastructure.

Global Expertise
Our partners from around the world
are a key part of of the Corsa team
and are viewed as trusted advisers
to our customers.

To see our complete list of partners, visit: www.corsa.com/network-security-ecosystem

About Corsa Security
Corsa Security is the leader in scaling network security with the first turnkey network security virtualization platform
that simplifies how large enterprises and service providers scale traffic inspection, including SSL/TLS encrypted, at much
lower total cost of ownership (TCO). By tightly integrating virtualization with intelligent orchestration, Corsa streamlines
deployment, management and operations of virtualized next generation firewall (NGFW) arrays for large networks.
Customers subscribe to the Corsa Security service based on their traffic inspection capacity needs and then pay as they
grow while never having to deal with the infrastructure. Learn how Corsa is revolutionizing network security at corsa.com.
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NETWORK SECURITY ECOSYSTEM PROGRAM LEVELS

WHY BECOME A PARTNER?

The cornerstone of the program is the assurance customers get that key security

Corsa is transforming network

functions have been integrated, tested and certified to work with the Corsa platform.

security with its turnkey network

The Network Security Ecosystem also includes different partnership types for resellers,

security virtualization platform

industry associations, and providers of IT and managed security services.

that scales traffic inspection for
100% visibility and better ROI
compared to existing approaches.

LEVELS

DESCRIPTION

Innovative Solution

Corsa

Certified

Corsa

Channel

Corsa

Associate

Technical partnerships and alliances with
security companies that provide key functions
like next generation firewalls (NGFWs), SSL
visbility, intrusion prevention and more, which
have been integrated and certified to work
on the Corsa platform.

Leading value-added resellers (VARs) and
distributors who are trained to deliver and
support the Corsa platform, making it
accessible in a range of locations and markets.

IT consultants and professional services
organizations that refer their clients to Corsa
when they see organizations struggling to
solve issues, such as the SSL Inspection gap or
scaling their firewall, which Corsa can solve.

We have developed the first turnkey
network security virtualization which
provides a unique approach to scaling
virtual firewalls quickly and easily.

Trusted Advisor
We see our partners as part of the
Corsa team and view them as trusted
advisers to clients. That’s why we
invest in these relationships to ensure
mutual benefits.

Information Sharing
Our partners receive training,
notification of product announcements,
and other security insights. All
of this to help our partners be as
knowledgeable as possible.

Corsa

Secured

Corsa

Unite

Contact us:
11 Hines Rd. Suite 203
Ottawa, ON Canada K2K 2X1

Cloud and managed security service providers
(MSSPs) who leverage the Corsa platform to
better protect their customers’ networks.

Alliances with industry organizations to
develop better security solutions and share
resources and information.

info@corsa.com
613 287 0393

Become a

Partner
To become part of the Corsa
Network Security Ecosystem, visit
corsa.com/partner-enquiry

